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Scrumdiddlyumptious
This term we have heightened our senses by exploring a world of all
things sweet. We have explored Charlie and the Chocolate factory which
has sparked imagination and encouraged the next top chefs to step
forward in our cooking sessions! We have explored what the human body
needs to stay healthy and put this to practice when we made our own
sandwiches for our tea party. We were able to taste food from around the
world in a Chartwells workshop and explored foods we may not have
tried before! We have worked extremely hard this term to show off everything we have learnt and so
we wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

Here are our highlights!
Cooking biscuits
Charlie and the Chocolate factory
Alice in Wonderland
Tea Party
Learning about the human body
Using skittles to help us learn fractions
Swimming
Monkey Maths
Hopefully you have heard lots from the children
about Monkey Maths in school. It is an exciting,
new lesson that focuses on rapid recall and
application of multiplication and division facts!
The children are enjoying the challenge of
beating the Spider Monkey (x2, x5, x10). To get their certificate they have to complete the test accurately in 3 minutes
10 seconds. Any help at home towards this will help us move
to Capuchin Monkey (x3 x 4). Well done to year 3 pupils who
have already achieved this or are very close!

Explosive Volcanoes.
Next term, our topic is ’Tremors’. We will be learning
about the geography behind volcanoes and
earthquakes and what happens in a volcanic
eruption! Our learning will be explosive! We will
learn about Pompeii and the famous
Mount Vesuvius in history alongside
reading The Firework Maker’s
Daughter in guided reading. We will
have the opportunity to make our
own volcanoes in Science .

Fabulous family learning projects!
Thank you for the Roald Dahl themed
family learning projects this term,
children are so proud of what they
have created and we hope you enjoyed the Roald Dahl pop up gallery!.
Keep your eyes peeled for next
term’s jigsaw puzzle for some more
creative and exciting projects.
We wish that you have a
very Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year!
Make sure you stay safe over the
Christmas holidays and enjoy time
spent with your friends and family.
We look forward to seeing you on
January 4th 2017 for a whole new
term’s worth of exciting learning.

PE
Please note that swimming has finished for year 3 this year. Please ensure that your child has a full kit in
school for indoor and outdoor PE next
term.
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“I have enjoyed
swimming because
I got to jump in the
deep end!”

“ I enjoyed the
tea party
because I got to
make biscuits
and sandwiches.”

“I enjoyed
writing an elf
diary!”

“ I’ve enjoyed
learning new
things in all my
subjects this
term!”

“ I’ve enjoyed
trying new
biscuits and
sandwiches!”

“I enjoyed food
tasting because
the Paella tasted
yummy!”

“I really enjoyed
making
decorations for
the tea party!”

“ I really enjoyed
exploring where
different food
comes from all
over the world!”

